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Preventing Irreparable Harm
• Hydraulic Fracturing has been banned:
– France
– Bulgaria
– Quebec
– Nova Scotia
– Parts of United States:
• Over 50 communities in New York
• Vermont
• New Jersey (Gov. Christie banned for 1 year on
6/25/12)
July 12, 2012
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Recent Environmental Issues
• EPA issued first ever air pollution regulations on April
18, 2012
– Industry lobbying extends time to comply to 2015;
– Attempt to reduce flaring by forcing companies to pipe initial
“dirty” gas for production;
– Fails to address any water contamination or emissions from
well pads;

• Colorado School of Public Health- Study of human
health risk assessment of air emissions from well
pads concludes people living less than ½ mile from
well pad have an increased risk of cancer
July 12, 2012
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Recent Environmental Issues
• Pennsylvania Passed Act 13
– Pre-empts local zoning that interferes with gas
drilling;
– Grants power of eminent domain to gas
companies
– Medical professionals must sign a confidentiality
agreement to obtain the ingredients of the drilling
and fracking fluids in order to treat patients.
• Act is currently being challenged in court by
numerous groups
July 12, 2012
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EPA Has Linked Fracking to
Groundwater Contamination- Twice!
 Pavillion, Wyoming (2011)- EPA report states: “The
presence of synthetic compounds such as glycol
ethers…and the assortment of other organic
components is explained as the result of direct mixing
of hydraulic fracturing fluids with ground water in the
Pavillion gas field…”
 Jackson County, West Virginia (1987)- EPA
concludes in a report to Congress that a company
drilled and hydraulically fractured a well which
contaminated a families water well with fracturing
fluid.
July 12, 2012
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Gas Well Drilling Operations Have
Unequivocally Caused Groundwater
Contamination
• Failed well casings have led to contaminated
groundwater in Colorado, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Wyoming and other states.
• Approximately 1,200 gas wells were installed in PA
in 2011. The PADEP cited companies for
failed/leaking casings at approximately 127 of
them- almost 10%!
• Chesapeake Energy recently settled with 3 families
with contaminated water for $1.6 million in PA.
July 12, 2012
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Gas Companies Still Inject Benzene
Underground Even With the Diesel Fuel
Exception to the Safe Drinking Water Act
• The 2005 “Halliburton Loophole” creates
exemption for fracking from SDWA, except for
fracturing with diesel fuel, but
– Companies continue to use various
“petroleum distillates” in fracking fluid that
are similar to, and contain the same toxic
BTEX chemicals and carcinogenic
benzene, as diesel fuel.
July 12, 2012
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What’s shaking?
• Youngstown, Ohio
– Ohio Department of Natural Resources determined a
fracking brine disposal well caused 12 earthquakes in 2011.
– According to EPA, more than 144,000 Class II disposal wells
inject more than two billion gallons of brine every day in the
United States.

• Garvin County, Oklahoma
– USGS found a “strong correlation” between 50 earthquakes
and the fracking operations in the Eola Gas Field.

• Lancashire, United Kingdom
– The gas company concluded that hydraulic fracturing was
responsible for tremors on April 1, 2011 and May 27, 2011
measuring 2.3 and 1.5 on the Richter Scale.
July 12, 2012
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Natural Gas “Boom”
In recent years, natural gas producers have
multiplied their efforts to extract natural gas
deposits from shale plays across the nation
through hydraulic fracturing.
Claims related to gas drilling are being litigated in
many states, including
New York, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Colorado, West
Virginia, Louisiana,
and Arkansas.
July 12, 2012
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Common Problems Arising From
Natural Gas Extraction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Water contamination
Air pollution
Soil contamination
Health effects (ex. burning eyes,
nausea, rashes)
Disturbance of surface land
uses & viewsheds
Excessive noise & light pollution
during 24 hour operations
Industrialization of parks,
gamelands and rural areas
Royalty miscalculation &
breached lease provisions
July 12, 2012
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Gas Wells Are Now in Everyone’s Backyard…
And Playgrounds??
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Drinking Water & Groundwater Contamination
• Obtain all well files and logs
because improperly constructed
wells permit natural gas
(methane, ethane, ethene, and
propane), drilling muds, produced
water, and other harmful
substances to enter superficial
aquifer.
• Testing and sampling are keys to
proving water has been
contaminated by the operations.

July 12, 2012
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Drinking Water & Ground Water Contamination
• In addition to leaking gas wells,
surface spills from well pads,
equipment, and leaking waste pits
migrate through the soil into the
potable water supply.
• Chemical releases also form surface
plumes that can contaminate nearby
rivers and streams, destroy
vegetation, and poison livestock.
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Air Pollution
• With faulty or insufficient
well casings, stray methane
gas can be released from the
well and form ozone which
negatively impacts air quality.

• Volatile Organic Compounds, (VOCs) such as
benzene, toluene, and xylene, are also mobilized by
the fracking process, drilling operations, compressing
activities, and by flaring. These emissions generally
stay close to the ground and affect people and
animals in their path of dispersion.
July 12, 2012
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Air Pollution
• Flaring of wells and operation of compressor
stations also release hazardous chemicals
such as BTEX and formaldehyde.

Most companies take air sample
readings at the well pad during
operations. Be sure to get these.
July 12, 2012
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• Trucks and equipment
used at fracking sites emit
particulate matter and
diesel fuel fumes.
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Surface Impacts
• Gas drilling operations can cause a variety of
impacts to land and property, decreasing its
value, including:
– Issues of spacing and
fragmentation
– Degradation of roads
and truck traffic
– Constant noise and
light pollution
– Pipeline siting
– Large clearings of
land for wellpads
July 12, 2012
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Surface Impacts
Pad Clearing

Frack Tanks

Blending of Chemicals

Clearing for Pipelines
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Adverse Effects On Environment
Impacts to the environment can be caused at any stage of the
natural gas drilling process. Hazardous gases and toxic
chemicals are used, produced, and discharged throughout.
Be sure to collect all records and retain experts early.
Known health consequences of fracturing chemicals:
•

Friction Reducers:
- Heavy Naptha (i.e. benzene, toluene, xylene, and trimethylbenzene) - carcinogenic

•

Biocides:
- Glutaraldehyde - respiratory toxin, mutagen
- DBNPA - respiratory and skin toxin
- DBAN - carcinogenic, respiratory and skin toxin

•

Surfactants:
- Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether (EGBE or 2-BE) - toxic to red blood cells, potential
endocrine disruptor
July 12, 2012
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Evaluating and Investigating Claims:
Adverse Health Effects to People and Animals
Known health consequences of substances found in produced water:

• Barium – toxic to heart and kidneys
• Lead – toxic to developing nervous systems, cardiovascular system &
kidneys
• Arsenic – affects brain, heart, lungs and kidneys
• Chromium – carcinogenic
• Benzene – acute non-lymphatic leukemia
• Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORM) (e.g., uranium-238,
radium-226, radon-222) – linked to lung cancer
• Sulfate-reducing bacteria – produces hydrogen sulfide, which causes
health concerns for humans, livestock and wildlife.
Be advised that the natural gas industry claims that these substances are not
caused by their operations, based solely on the fact that they can be naturally
occurring. While they are naturally occurring, they are not naturally occurring in
people’s drinking water or natural surface waters
July 12, 2012
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Causes of Action
• As in many environmental contamination and
personal injury cases, common law causes of
action can be very helpful. Claims that have
been brought in gas drilling litigation include:
• Nuisance
• Trespass
• Negligence
• Gross negligence
• Negligence per se
• Fraudulent
misrepresentation
• Breach of contract
• Class action
July 12, 2012
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• Strict liability for
ultrahazardous activities
• Intentional or negligent
infliction of emotional distress
• Violations of State statutes (e.g. Nav. Law)
• Violations of Federal environmental
statutes (CERCLA, RCRA, Clean Water Act,
etc. (many allow for attorneys fees and
costs, some have notice requirements))
• Medical monitoring
26

Damages Sought
• Plaintiffs in natural gas operations litigation seek:
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary or permanent injunctions
Costs of future health monitoring
Costs of remediation to surface water and landscapes
Costs for alternative supply of potable water
Compensatory damages for:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Loss of property value
Interference with the use and enjoyment of property
Personal injuries
Natural resource damage
Loss of quality of life
Emotional distress
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Stay Away From the Term “Fracking”
According to the natural gas industry, there has never been a
confirmed case of hydraulic fracturing contaminating a drinking
water supply. This is untrue – the EPA has recognized
hydrofracking as the cause of well water contamination in
Jackson County, West Virginia and in Pavillion, Wyoming.
Don’t play the name game! The damage caused to air, water, and
property by the natural gas drilling and extraction process in its
entirety is well documented.
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Pending Cases
Pennsylvania:
Fiorentino v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corp, et al., No. 3:02-cv-02284 (M.D. Pa., Nov. 19, 2009)
This case arises out of Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation’s gas drilling operations where defective wells permitted natural gas
and other contaminants to enter plaintiffs’ drinking water supply. Additionally, Cabot’s operations caused surface spills of
diesel fuel, drilling mud, and fracking gels in the immediate vicinity of plaintiffs’ homes. Nineteen families in Susquehanna
County, Pennsylvania filed suit against Cabot, alleging negligence, gross negligence, negligence per se, nuisance, strict
liability, fraudulent misrepresentation, breach of contract, medical monitoring trust fund, and violation of the Pennsylvania
Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act. Plaintiffs seek compensatory damages, including loss of property value, natural resource
damage, medical costs, loss of use and enjoyment of property, loss of quality of life, emotional distress, and personal
injury. The plaintiffs also seek punitive damages, the cost of remediation, the cost of future health monitoring, an
injunction, and litigation costs and fees. All of plaintiffs’ claims, save for gross negligence, survived defendants’ motion to
dismiss.
New York
Baker v. Anschutz Exploration Corp., et al., No. 2011-1168 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., Feb. 11, 2011),
This case arises from Anschutz Exploration Corporation’s improper drilling, well capping, and cement casing techniques,
which have caused discharges of gas and toxic chemicals into plaintiffs’ groundwater and drinking water supply. Fifteen
landowners in Chemung County, New York, filed suit, alleging negligence per se, common-law negligence, nuisance,
strict liability, trespass, premises liability, fear of developing cancer, future medical monitoring, and deceptive business
acts and practices. Case is in fact discovery.
Colorado
Strudley v. Antero Resources Corp., et al., No. 11-cv-2218 (Denver County Dist. Ct., Mar. 23, 2011)
This case arises from defendants’ operation of several natural gas wells in Garfield County, Colorado. As a result of
defendants’ activities, hydrogen sulfide, hexane, n-heptane, toluene, propane, isobutene, n-butane, isopentane, npentane, and other toxic hydrocarbons and hazardous pollutants have been discharged into the air, ground, and aquifer
surrounding plaintiffs’ property. Plaintiffs allege negligence per se, common-law negligence, nuisance, strict liability,
trespass, medical monitoring trust funds, violation of the Colorado Hazardous Waste Act, and violation of the Colorado Oil
and Gas Conservation Act. Plaintiffs seek damages for the cost of remediation, cost of future health monitoring,
compensatory damages, loss of use and enjoyment of property, loss of quality of life, emotional distress, personal injury
and diminution of property value. Case was dismissed through a rogue Lone Pine Order which is being appealed.
July 12, 2012
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Pending Cases
Colorado
Evenson , et al v. Antero Resources Corp., et al. (No. 2011 CV 005118)
This case is a proposed class action seeking injunctive relief in the form of stopping gas drilling operations
from taking place in a retirement community known as Battlement Mesa. Antero is proposing to drill 200
wells and place pipelines throughout the community.

West Virginia
Hagy v. Equitable Prod. Co., et al., No. 2:10-cv-01372 (S.D.W. Va., Dec. 10, 2010).
This case arises from the contamination of plaintiffs’ property and water well, located just 1,000 feet from
defendants’ natural gas wells. Plaintiffs filed suit, alleging negligence, nuisance, strict liability, trespass, and
medical monitoring trust funds. Plaintiffs seek an injunction against further drilling, as well as monetary
damages in compensation for water contamination and neurological symptoms arising from exposure to
heavy metals such as manganese.

Louisiana
Andre v. EXCO Res., Inc., et al., No. 5:11-cv-00610-TS-MLH (W.D. La. Apr. 15, 2011)
This case is a class action lawsuit filed on behalf of all “consumers of water in the immediate vicinity of
DeBroeck Landing, Caddo Parish, Louisiana.” Many of the plaintiffs in this suit leased their oil and gas
rights to defendants, and many reside in the immediate vicinity of defendants’ natural gas drilling
operations. These plaintiffs have been harmed by EXCO’s contamination of their properties and of the
Caddo Parish aquifer. Plaintiffs allege negligence, strict liability, nuisance, trespass, unjust enrichment, and
impairment of use of property, and seek damages for groundwater remediation costs, diminution of property
value, losses from property market value, economic damages, damages for emotional distress and mental
anguish, an order requiring remediation of groundwater, and development of a monitoring program.
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Pending Cases
Arkansas:
Ginardi v. Frontier Gas Services, LLC, et al., No 4-11-cv-0420 BRW (E.D. Ark. May 17, 2011)
This case was a putative class action lawsuit, filed on behalf of all those who live or own property within one
mile of any Arkansas natural gas compressor station. Plaintiffs asserted that defendants’ activities in
producing Fayetteville Shale gas have caused hazardous gases and chemicals to enter the atmosphere,
groundwater, and soil. The plaintiffs allege claims of strict liability, nuisance, trespass, and negligence
(what else?), and sought compensatory and punitive damages for loss of use and enjoyment of property,
contamination of soil, contamination of groundwater, contamination of air and atmosphere, loss of property
value, and severe mental distress. Class certification denied on April 19, 2012.
Hearn v. BHP Billiton Petroleum, Inc., et al., No. 4:11-cv-00474-JLH (E.D. Ark.)
This is a proposed class action, filed on behalf of those owning residential and/or business properties in
central Arkansas who suffered damages due to defendants’ disposal well operations that caused over 1000
earthquakes in 2010 and 2011. Plaintiffs allege the disposal of fracking wastewater into injection wells
caused the earthquakes which damaged the class members’ property and property values. Causes of
action include public and/or private nuisance, ultra-hazardous activities, negligence and trespass.
Scoggin v. Cudd Pumping Services, Inc., et al., No. 4:11-cv-00678-JMM (E.D. Ark.)
This case was brought on behalf of three minor plaintiffs for exposure to air pollution (benzene, xylene and
methyl chloride) in their home. They claim increased risk of disease, fear of cancer and psychological
trauma. Seeks $20 million in compensatory damages and $50 million in punitive damages, plus a medical
monitoring fund.
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Recent Trends:
Hydrofracking in New York
• A moratorium on large scale horizontal fracturing is currently in place in New York State.
Gov. Cuomo recently announced plan to permit fracking in five counties in SW New York
along the PA border.
• DEC has proposed regulations for permit
conditions, restrictions, and mitigation
measures to apply to high volume horizontal
fracturing. They are currently reviewing
74,000 public comments and will soon
promulgate a final version of these rules.
• A number of local governments have
severely restricted or banned hydrofracking
through zoning. For two municipalities,
these actions were recently upheld in court
but industry is appealing.
July 12, 2012
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Recent Trends:
Hydrofracking in Pennsylvania
• On February 13, 2012, hydrofracking legislation (Act 13) was approved in
Pennsylvania, which imposed an impact fee upon natural gas drillers and
heightened requirements for treatment and disposal of drilling wastewater.
– As noted earlier, the statute expressly supersedes all local ordinances
pertaining to oil and gas operations, and declares natural gas drilling to be a
permitted use in all zoning districts. This takes away a considerable amount of
traditional zoning power from local governments.

• Additionally, the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission recently held that
midstream operators involved in
gathering and producing natural gas
for the public may qualify as public
utilities and exercise eminent domain
powers in constructing gas
transportation pipelines.
July 12, 2012
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Recent Trends:
Other Federal Actions
 The Department of the Interior recently released a set of draft
rules designed to slow the permitting process for well fracturing
on federal lands. These rules would require disclosure of well
stimulation design and methods for fluid recovery, as well as
pressure monitoring and post-stimulation reporting.
 The Fracturing Responsibility and Awareness of Chemicals
(FRAC) Act, currently in committee in both houses of Congress,
is designed to close the Safe Drinking Water Act exemption for
hydrofracking operations. The Act would require disclosure of
all constituent chemicals used in underground injections, with
heightened requirements for medical emergency reporting.
 Each lawsuit and investigation aids in bringing the hazards of
gas drilling operations to the public consciousness. This adds
weight to these cases and helps those affected to more easily
show causation between the process and their injuries.
July 12, 2012
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Summary
• The hydraulic fracturing process
affects land, air, water and public
health throughout the nation.
• Keep your theory of litigation
simple: the air and water quality
was good until the gas company
arrived on the scene.

• Be sure to obtain all pre-and
post- drilling water sampling
data, NOVs, well logs, accident
reports, air and soil sampling
data, remediation/ reclamation
reports, fracking models, etc.
July 12, 2012
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Exaggerated Risks/Incredible Benefits: The
reality about oil and gas shale drilling and
hydraulic fracturing
Potential Claims Asserted in Oil and Gas
Cases
Defenses: Causation, Causation, Causation
Examples of Cases
Understanding the Relationship between the
Private Lawsuit and the Government
Investigation/ Enforcement Action
Managing the Press and the Media and
Coordination with Defense of Litigation and
Governmental Action
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Shale Plays in the US

38

Estimated Growth in Shale
Gas Production

39

Economic Benefits of Shale Gas
Drilling and Production--Texas




For the state [Texas] as a whole, Barnett Shale-related
activity leads to estimated 2011 gains in output (gross
product) of almost $13.7 billion as well as 119,216
jobs.
The Perryman Group estimates cumulative economic
benefits during the 2001-2011 period


Barnett Shale Area
• $65.4 billion in output (gross product), and
• 596,648 person-years of employment in the region



State as a whole (including the Barnett Shale region)
• $80.7 billion in output (gross product), and
• 710,319 person-years of employment.



The Perryman Group, “The Impact of the Barnett Shale on Business
Activity in the Surrounding Region and Texas: An Assessment of
the First Decade of Extensive Development,” prepared for the Fort
Worth Chamber of Commerce Group (Aug. 2011).
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Economic Benefits of Shale Gas
Drilling and Production--US







Capital expenditures will grow from $33 billion in 2010 to
$48 billion by 2015.
In 2010, 600,000 jobs; growing to nearly 870,000 in 2015
and to over 1.6 million by 2035.
Contribution to GDP more than $76 billion in 2010;
growing to $118 billion by 2015 and $231 billion in 2035.
In 2010, contributed $18.6 billion in federal, state and
local government tax and federal royalty revenues.
By 2035, will more than triple to just over $57 billion.
On a cumulative basis, will generate more than $933
billion in federal, state, and local tax and royalty revenues
over the next 25 years.


American Natural Gas Association, http://anga.us/media/235626/shale-gas-economicimpact-dec-2011.pdf.
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History of Hydraulic Fracturing


Use of hydraulic fracturing to increase
production from conventional oil and gas wells
grew rapidly starting in late 1940s and
continues to be used routinely for reservoir
stimulation.
 Hydraulic fracturing has been used to stimulate
approximately a million oil and gas wells.
 Improvements in horizontal drilling
technologies led to its increased application in
conventional drilling starting in the early 1980s.
42

Drilling and Fracturing the Well

1.5 miles below surface

3,500 feet average
lateral length

8,000 ft
Average
vertical
depth
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Pad Sites
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Pad Sites
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Drilling and Fracturing Multiple
Locations
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Environmental Risks Can and
Have Been Managed


Drilling in shale can be and has been
conducted in a safe manner.
 Thousands of shale wells drilled and
hydraulically fractured without
environmental impact.
 Hydraulic fracturing itself is not really the
source of environmental risk; press and
environmentalist reports in that sense
have been misleading.
 Key issue is how gas, oil, and materials
used in drilling are contained.
47

Study by the Energy Institute,
University of Texas


Fact-Based Regulation for Environmental Protection in
Shale Gas Development (Feb. 2012)






“Although claims have been made that ‘out-of-zone’ fracture
propagation or intersection with natural fractures, could occur, this
study found no instances where either of these has actually taken
place.” Id. at 18.
“Particularly in areas underlain by gas-producing shales, methane
migrates out of the shales under natural conditions and moves
upward through overlying formations, including water-bearing
strata (aquifers).” Id. at 19.
“The greatest potential for impacts from a shale gas well appears to
be from failure of the well integrity, with leakage into an aquifer of
fluids that flow upward in the annulus between the casing and the
borehole.” Id.
48

Environmental Management
Flowback Water: Recycling and/or Proper
Disposal Protects Surface Water
Casing Installation
Protects Groundwater
1.5 miles below surface

3,500 feet average
lateral length

8,000 ft
Average
vertical
depth

Over 1 Mile of Rock
between Fracking and Groundwater: Serves
to Isolate Groundwater from Fracking
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Wellbore Integrity
7 layers of protection isolate well
bore from its surroundings,
preventing any exposure of
chemicals, gas, or
produced water with the
environment:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Conductor casing
Cement, sealing conductor casing
in place
Surface casing
Cement, sealing surface casing in
place
Production casing
Cement, sealing production casing
in place
Tubing: In the Barnett Shale, for
example, the surface casing is drilled
to a minimum depth of between 50 to
100 feet below the Trinity aquifer
50

Low Incidence of Environmental
Claims








Thousands of wells drilled in oil and gas shale using
hydraulic fracturing without environmental
contamination fracturing
Companies that follow state regulations unlikely to
cause contamination of environmental media in the
area of drilling
Perception of environmental degradation from
hydraulic fracturing itself (as opposed to casing
leaks for example) is inconsistent with a scientific
understanding of the chemicals, processes, and
disposal
Rare case where private parties or government
agencies alleged contamination; some of those
claims later proven not to be caused by well
51

Earthquakes




Concern over small earthquakes from injection of
wastewater into disposal wells
Approximately 144,000 wastewater injection wells in
the US
Question of whether injection causing anything but
small tremors, not resulting in damage


“Earthquakes with magnitude of about 2.0 or less are
usually called microearthquakes; they are not commonly felt
by people and are generally recorded only on local
seismographs.”
• US Geological Survey, The Richter Scale,
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/richter.php (emphasis
added).
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Examples of Causes of Action in
Shale Cases










Trespass
Nuisance
Negligence
Negligence per se (e.g., violation of statute or
regulation imputes breach of duty)
Strict Liability
Breach of Contract (e.g., mineral interest
owner alleging breach of lease)
Fraud, negligent misrepresentation
Statutory claims (e.g., citizen suites or
private rights of action under state or federal
environmental statutes)
53

Elements of More Common Causes
of Action in Oil and Gas Cases


Negligence




legal duty,
a breach of that duty, and
• Negligence per se plaintiff argues violation of
environmental law or regulation presumes duty and
breach; defense violation not negligence per se and
plaintiff not part of protected group.



damages proximately caused by the breach,
• Defense of causation claims to be discussed below. Key
for oil and gas environmental cases is that the plaintiff
must show it was injured by the defendant's actions.
• Establishing the fact of damage is a prerequisite to
establishing the amount of damages to be awarded.
• E.g., methane in water wells from natural source.
54

Trespass


The plaintiff owns or has a lawful right to possess
real property,




Sometimes the plaintiff may not own groundwater rights,
e.g., tenant. May not have property damage claim; question
on personal injury claim.

The defendant entered the plaintiff's land and the
entry was




physical,
intentional,
voluntary, and
• Circumstances of movement or release to environmental media
may serve as challenge to this element of plaintiff’s cause of
action.



The defendant's trespass caused injury to the
plaintiff—same causation defenses.
55

Nuisance


The plaintiff has a private interest in land,




The defendant interfered with or invaded the
plaintiff’s interest by conduct that was






Negligent—if casing or cementing failed, it may not involve
negligence,
intentional and unreasonable, or abnormal and out of place
in its surroundings;

Defendant’s conduct resulted in a condition that
substantially interfered with the plaintiff’s private
use and enjoyment of the land; and




Evaluate plaintiff’s claim of interest in land.

What is the nature of the alleged interference?

The nuisance caused injury to the plaintiff—
causation defense.
56

Often the Most Critical Defense
 Causation,


causation, causation

Good experts critical in these cases
• Any evidence of leak in casing? If not, difficult
for plaintiff to prove case; not res ipsa loquitur
• Movement through rock a mile below the
surface upward to groundwater incredibly
unlikely



Type of chemicals in groundwater have to
match what is coming from well; proper
chemical testing and “fingerprinting” may
prove crucial
57

Defenses






Pre-drilling water well testing may be significant
factor since some states allow lack of change in
condition in landowner’s gas or oil well as
presumption well did not contaminated
landowner’s water well
Statutory pre-testing presumptions (e.g.,
Pennsylvania statute)
More oil companies now conducting groundwater
testing before drilling even in states without
statutes providing defensive presumptions
drilling did not cause contamination
58

Other Defenses


Statutes of limitations


Often a key issue as plaintiffs wait for more than
two years (limitations in Texas) before hiring
lawyer to pursue claim



Laches
 Lack of ownership of claim


Surprising how many times the plaintiff is not the
owner of the claim, e.g., tenant, not landowner or
plaintiff bought land after alleged damage
occurred, but did not effectuate transfer of claim
with land
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Damages


Land









Total value of land, or some portion thereof?
Temporary or permanent damages? Effects
statute of limitation in Texas.
Groundwater valuation?
Area of contamination or entire property?
Stigma damages?

Bodily injury




Medical?
Lost wages?
Medical monitoring?
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Examples of Environmental
Litigation Arising out of Shale
Development
 Groundwater



contamination

Gas migration
Fracturing fluids

 Water

storage and disposal
 Air emissions/noise
 Earthquakes
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Groundwater Contamination:
Gas Migration


Fiorentino v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corp., No. 3:09CV-02284-JEJ (M.D. Pa. filed 2010).






gas in water wells
contamination and pressure
property damage and personal injury

U.S. v. Range Production Co., No. 3:11-CV00116-F (N.D. TX Filed 2011)





gas in water wells
injunction
civil penalties of $16,500 per day per violation
shallow gas/deep gas
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Groundwater Contamination:
Fracturing Fluids
 Hagy

v. Equitable Production Co., No.
2:10-CV-01372 (S.D. W.Va. filed 2010).








fracturing fluids allegedly contaminated
water supply
inadequate or improper casing
injunction
remediation
property damage and personal injury
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Groundwater Contamination:
Water Storage and Disposal
 Scoma

v. Chesapeake Energy Corp.,
No. 3:10-CV-01385-N (N.D. TX filed
2010).





storage and injection of produced water
allegedly contaminated water wells
heavy metals and other chemicals
color, odor, taste
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Air Emissions/Noise
 Scoggin

v. Cudd Pumping Services,
Inc., No. 4:11-CV-00678-JMM (E.D. Ark.
filed 2011).







venting
equipment
flaring
fracturing fluids
gasses
noise
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Earthquakes
 Hearn

v. BHP Billiton Petroleum, No.
4:11-CV-00474-JLH (W.D. Ark. filed
2011).




class action
theories that fracturing “excites” faults
theories that disposal through injection
wells triggers earthquakes
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Statutory Claims—Private Right
of Action
 Pennsylvania

Hazardous Sites Cleanup

Act,
35 P.S. § 6020.101, et seq.
 Allows parties a private right of action
 A person who is responsible for a release
or threatened release of a hazardous
substance may be strictly liable for the
resulting costs and damages.
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Case Including Statutory Claim
 Pennsylvania

Hazardous Sites Cleanup

Act


Fiorentino v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corp. and
Gas Search Drilling Services Corp. (M.D.
Pa.)
• Plaintiff landowners in the Dimock,
Pennsylvania area.
• Alledge defendants’ hydraulic fracturing
activities have caused hazardous substances
to be released onto plaintiffs’ properties.
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Private Lawsuit Often Accompanied
by Government Action


Often governmental actions arise before or
during a private lawsuit
 Governmental investigation and any
administrative or judicial enforcement action
must be managed carefully keeping private
action in mind and vice versa
 Investigations and reports filed with agency
may be misquoted and misused by plaintiffs
and their lawyers
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Example: Range Resources


EPA initiated investigation of groundwater
contamination allegedly caused by Range
Resources wells in Texas
 Issued order
 Then filed lawsuit in federal court to enforce
order
 Ultimately EPA dismissed lawsuit; causation
issues became a challenge for EPA
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Battle in the Press/Media


In addition to the lawsuit and governmental
action
 Press on television, print, and Internet may
report on case in overdramatized, inaccurate
fashion
 Local environmental or sometimes national
environmental groups may use websites to
impugn the company and to sway public
opinion
 Media and public relations must be managed
with and in consideration of lawsuit and
governmental action in mind
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Conclusions


Despite press, politicians, certain
environmental groups, and plaintiffs have
exaggerated “fracking” risks, despite lack of
significant extent of any environmental
damages from shale drilling and hydraulic
fracturing
 As a result, oil and gas lawsuits will be filed
 Defending these cases requires knowledge
of tort law, statutory law and regulations, and
science and engineering behind well drilling
and hydrology and geology of groundwater
 Cases must be managed with government
action and press reporting in mind
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